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a b s t r a c t

Automated Static Analysis Tools (ASATs) analyze source-code to capture defects and ensure higher
quality. SonarQube is a renown ASAT that supports mainstream programming languages. However,
R programming is not included. R is an increasingly popular multi-paradigm and package-based
programming environment for scientific programming. Nevertheless, R’s Object-Oriented (OO) func-
tionalities are implemented through three different systems: S3, S4, and R6, and seldom used by
developers. We present analyzeR, an advanced SonarQube plugin to examine R packages built in any of
the current OO models. It implements widely-used, commonly-accepted OO metrics and displays the
results using SonarQube’s graphical interface for increased usability, implementing an array of metrics.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance

Automated Static Analysis Tools (ASATs) analyze source-code
o diagnose important shortcomings, including Technical Debt
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(TD) [1,2], and are usually incorporated in the development
process through Continuous Integration (CI) [3]. SonarQube1 is
a widespread ASATs tools, which [has been adopted by over
85000 organizations world-wide, and is] included in over 15000
public open-source projects as a requirement for contribution [4].

1 https://www.sonarqube.org.
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352-7110/© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
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t supports over 25 programming languages, and checks code
ompliance against a set of coding rules, allowing adding custom
ules [5]. In particular, ‘‘if the code violates any of the classified
ules, SonarQube considers it as a violation or a Technical Debt
tem’’ [6].

TD refers to the consequences of taking shortcuts and making
oor design choices during the development of a software system,
egatively impacting its future evolution [7], and reflects the
ost of additional rework caused by choosing an easy solution
nstead of a better, longer approach [8]. Developers often rush to
omplete tasks for various reasons, such as cost reduction, short
eadlines, or even lack of knowledge [9]. This is true even though
cientific software aims at understanding a problem rather than
btaining commercial benefits [10,11].
TD’s impact on scientific software can be more damaging

ince its special purpose is to process research results in many
isciplines [10,12]. This happens because ‘‘part of the complexity
n measuring the scientific software ecosystem comes from the
ay that different pieces of software are brought together and
ecombined into workflows and assemblies’’ [11]. New research
oftware ‘runs off’ previous software (i.e., packages), and its main-
ainability is affected by the packages it relies on [13]. Scientific
oftware has other characteristics increasing the impact of TD:
a) research software engineers are versed in the domain (i.e., sci-
nce) and will become end-users of that software [14], (b) they
eldom conduct an elicitation process and organically design the
oftware [15], (c) unit testing is often of low-quality [16], and
d) there is a gap between Software Engineering (SE) and scien-
ific programming, which risks the production of reliable scien-
ific results [17].

R gained importance as a popular programming language for
ata-science, and ranked 7th in popularity in 2021.2 R has an
ver-growing community, but most package-contributors are not
oftware engineers by trade, and only a few apply sound devel-
pment practices [14]. Previous studies demonstrated a lack of
E research for R [15], and even organizations peer-reviewing R
ackages still rely on incomplete ASATs to complement human
eviewers’ work [18].

Nowadays, research on TD in scientific software and R
rogramming is becoming popular [15,16,18–21]. However, the
vailability of ASATs tools for R remains limited (Section 1.1). Be-
ause R is multi-paradigm, current tools focus on the functional-
aradigm aspects or provide partial support for some types of R’s
O implementations. This is problematic because ASATs’ popu-
arity of tools, and of SonarQube, is increasing rapidly [4] since
SATs are adopted to measure software quality and TD [22].
Therefore, analyzeR was designed to assist with static code

nalysis on three types of R’s OO implementations (S3, S4, and R6)
hile maintaining a seamless, unique and user-friendly process.

t is an expansible SonarQube plugin that can be easily adapted
nto existing CI environments, and its results can be compared to
hose offered for other programming languages.

.1. Related work

TD and SonarQube. When compared to other TD-detection
ools, SonarQube and CAST are the most popular [23]. SonarQube
nd Ptidej were used to curate a dataset of TD issues from 33
pache Java projects [24]. The Python Apache environment was
lso analyzed through SonarQube, determining that more than
alf of Python’s TD is short-term, repaid in less than two months,
ith only a minority of rules addressed [25]. In another study,
ver 17k commits of 20 Python Apache projects were analyzed
ith SonarQube, demonstrating that two-thirds are self-fixed at a

2 https://spectrum.ieee.org/top-programming-languages-2021.

rate negatively correlated with the number of commits, develop-
ers and project size [26]. The same dataset was used to examine
co-occurring TD, uncovering that co-occurring issues are hard to
remove [27].

Others studied the accuracy of SonarQube’s estimated
remediation time in Java when compared to junior developers’
repayment time [6,22]. Similar studies compared SonarQube’s
predictions to regression modeling techniques [28,29]. Regardless
of the language, junior developers value SonarQube’s composite
quality indicators, even if they do not fully understand their
meaning [30].

SonarQube was used to study how TD’s amount, composi-
tion and history, changed during the development of complex,
open-source software through a small but language-diverse sam-
ple [31]; they determined early-versions have more TD than
late-versions and that extensive refactoring reduces TD levels.
SonarQube was combined with Arcan to study Architectural Debt
and opportunistic code reuse in Java projects, determining that
‘cyclic dependency’ is a typical smell [32]. SonarQube was also
applied to StackOverflow’s Java code snippets, determining that
reused code tends to exhibit ‘‘a substantially lower TD den-
sity’’ [33]. A large-scale analysis based on GitHub’s annual report
analyzed SonarQube’s coding violations and mapped them to the
most common code smells by Fowler [34]; this enabled esti-
mating developers’ profiles according to coding maturity and TD
tolerance, among other points.

ASATs in R Programming. covr3 is the de-facto tool for
unit-testing coverage analysis, used in Test TD studies [16], and
provides functionalities to manually transfer some analyses to
SonarQube. goodpractice4 statically investigates R packages,
and is used in the peer-review process at rOpenSci [18]; it pro-
vides mostly stylistic critique (e.g., not having more than 80
characters per row) and other R-specific format checks. Regarding
ASATs, lintr5 is a popular tool, providing analyses limited to
code. lintr must be run from R after an extensive configuration
and can only be linked to GitHub Actions or Travis CI.

SonarRPlugin was the first SonarQube plugin to examine
R Packages.6 It remains on an alpha state and does not provide
syntax highlight, code coverage, or statistics, and its few analysis
are extracted from lintr. This plugin only works on S4 and does
not include the recently developed R6. Therefore, contributing to
this project was not feasible in the short term, as our analyzeR
is based on a different architecture, meant to be sustainable over
time and to keep including future OO systems.

2. Software description

analyzeR7 is a SonarQube plugin to perform static code anal-
ysis on R packages’ written with any of R’s OO approaches.

2.1. Object-oriented programming in R

R is dynamically typed, vectorized, both lazy and side-effecting,
fostering functional and interactive programming but also pro-
viding core OO features [35]. Although OO is available, it is
considered advanced programming in R [36], and not approached
by many users [37]. Regarding R’s OO capabilities, it is worth
noting that ‘‘most objects in R are not themselves reference ob-
jects’’ but instead ‘‘based on a concept of local references; that is,
reassigning part of an object referred to by name alters the object

3 https://github.com/r-lib/covr.
4 https://github.com/MangoTheCat/goodpractice.
5 https://github.com/r-lib/lintr.
6 https://github.com/Merck/sonar-r-plugin.
7 https://github.com/tdresearchgroup/R-Plugin.
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eferred to by that name, but only in the local environment’’ [38].
’s OO implementation is based on multiple systems available to
hoose from; Reference Classes, S3 and S4 (all provided by base
), and the newly released R6 [36].
S3 was implemented near 1990 and introduced class attributes

hat allowed single-argument methods. S3 has no formal def-
nition for an object, and attributes/classes can be changed
anually, as their implementation is similar to objects in prototype-
ased languages (e.g., JavaScript) [39]. S3 is minimalist and flex-
ble, allowing TD introduction [36], but is the only OO-
mplementation used in the packages distributed with base R [39].

S4 provides a formal approach to functioning OO in R, and
ts stricter implementation makes use of specialized functions
or creating classes [36]. Therefore, S4 is closer to traditional
O concepts of stricter languages (i.e., Java) [39], being more
erbose [38]. Particularly, BioConductor8 (a user-led organization

encapsulating tightly-integrated R packages) is based in S4.9
Reference Classes (RC) are sometimes called S5 in R’s lingo. RC

bjects are mutable S4 objects, which perform more efficiently
han S3/S4 [36]; RC’s use is not as widespread [39]. RC was
sed to develop the new R6, which is installed as an R pack-
ge [40]. R6 allows building fields and variables in separate en-
ironments, while also allowing for visibility (public and private
ethods), active bindings and inheritance [36]. R6 is reportedly
etter performing than other R’s OO implementations [40].
R.oo [41] allowed S3 objects to become mutable, but its latest

development efforts were completed in 2019. proto was another
ackage for prototype programming, used for both class-free and
lass-based OO, but its latest version available is from 2016, and
ts original repository has been removed [42].

.2. SonarQube architecture

SonarQube is an ASAT to detect bugs, vulnerabilities, and code
mells in the code [1]. In a typical development process, de-
elopers implement and merge code, and SonarQube-integrated
I assesses the code; its ‘Scanner’ component posts results to a
erver [5]. SonarQube’s architecture is composed of three main
omponents: the web-server to handles SonarQube configuration,
the search server (based on ElasticSearch) to supports searches
from the server, and the compute engine to tally reports and
metrics.

SonarQube plugins are installed onto the server.10 Plugins
extend SonarQube support to new languages, add custommetrics,
improve integration, and add visualizations [4]. However, plugins
run in isolated classloaders, allowing the use of third-party li-
braries without any risk of runtime conflicts with internal Sonar-
Qube libraries or other plugins [5]. Once the plugin is correctly
appended, the ‘Scanner’ analyzes the source files. If the traditional
scanner does not support all required file types, SonarScanner11
ust be used to scan source-code instead.
In the officially-supported plugins, SonarQube measures and

rades code with traditional metrics arranged in categories [5]:
omplexity (only including cyclomatic complexity calculated by
he number of paths through the code), Duplication (related to
duplicated blocks, files, and lines), Issues (problems by sever-
ity raised in the code), Maintainability (calculation of detected
code smells, and TD ratio,12 Quality Gates (existing warnings
and alerts), Reliability, (bug-counts and estimated remediation
efforts), Security (different types of vulnerabilities), Size (general

8 https://contributions.bioconductor.org.
9 https://carpentries-incubator.github.io/bioc-project/05-s4/index.html.

10 Documentation: https://docs.sonarqube.org/8.1/setup/install-plugin/.
11 https://docs.sonarqube.org/latest/analysis/scan/sonarscanner/.
12 TD calculated here is generally based only on code smells.

metrics related to code size), and Tests (unit testing coverage
and related metrics). SonarQube’s database stores these metrics,
allowing developers to track changes over time.

SonarQube promotes an approach called ‘Clean as Your Code’
[5] through QualityGates.13 It allows users focus on new code,
ensuring it is clean and safe. These terms are defined according
to the user’s standards and how they configured the status—
ideally, a ‘green’ status means the gates (i.e., the quality standard)
have been ‘passed’. Quality Gates also examine pull-requests to
ensure the code meets the user’s standards and specifications
before merging. It allows the user to see a pull-request’s Quality
Gates within the SonarQube visual interface, which can then be
used to ‘decorate’ pull-requests with SonarQube issues by adding
metadata, as in the ‘decorator’ pattern.

2.3. analyzeR architecture

The analyzeR Plugin is divided into three main components
working through a pipe-and-filter architecture (see Fig. 1).

R Parser. An R script named RParser.R that the package
xmlparsedata14 to parse R files to XML format. Its XML out-
put contains information on line number, column number, start
and end positions of each code artifact (e.g., braces, left-assigns,
function calls, definitions).

This format is essential for calculating the metrics since a
parsed XML tree gives the RScanner (the next component) several
advantages: (a) multiple metrics can be calculated at once with-
out reparsing the data, (b) enabling a more efficient process, and
(c) allowing querying a single subtree node without traversing
the entirety of the node. This is relevant, given the existence
of multiple OO frameworks [36], and the prevalence of tidy-
verse notation [43], making the static code analysis not be as
straightforward as in other languages.

R Scanner. A Python script named RScanner.py which re-
ceives the parser ’s XML file as an input. The Scanner uses the
xml.etree.ElementTree package to read the XML file into a
manageable, in-memory format, to traverse the tree and extract
metrics. Originally, R has no native OO support—R’s ‘native coding
style’ is (irrespective of S3 being part of the base distribution)
functional programming (see Section 2.1). Therefore, analyzeR’s
RScanner relies on matching patterns to extract metrics.

The RScanner outputs a JSON file metrics.json (e.g., Listing
1). This file stores metrics calculated for the R package, along with
a script version for future debugging and verification. The metrics
are presented by acronym and measured value (available Table 1).
Overall, metrics are calculated:

• Per File. Calculated for each package file; e.g., in Listing
1 there are two files, setcomplement.R, and asFuzzy-
Set.R, each with the corresponding metrics and values.

• Per Class. Calculated by class and not by file, regardless of
howmany files contain the definition of that particular class.
The class name is extracted from the corresponding setter
method or definition. The metrics calculated by class are:
CA, CE, MI, CBO, LCOM (see Table 1).

1 {"filename": "./R/operation_setcomplement.R",
2 "LOC": 151, "NMC": 22, "NMCI": 3, "NMCE": 19, "NOF": 0,
3 "NPM": 0, "NPRIF": 0, "NPRIM": 0, "DAM": 0, "AMC": 0,
4 "WMC": 0, "RFC": 0}
5
6 {"filename": "./R/asFuzzySet.R",
7 "LOC": 73, "NMC": 3, "NMCI": 0, "NMCE": 3, "NOF": 0,

13 https://docs.sonarqube.org/latest/user-guide/quality-gates/.
14 https://github.com/r-lib/xmlparsedata#readme.
3
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8 "NPM": 0, "NPRIF": 0, "NPRIM": 0, "DAM": 0,
9 "AMC": 0, "WMC": 0, "RFC": 0}

10
11 {"className": "UniversalSet", "CA": 0, "CE": 0, "MI": 0, "CBO":

↪→ 1, "LCOM": 1.1111111111111112}

Listing 1: Snippet from the metrics.json file.

SonarQube Plugin. The plugin’s Java-side uses a custom
onarSensor [5], to read the metrics outputted by the RScanner.
ach metric is implemented using SonarQube’s measures.Metric
PI,15 which defines metric individually, including name, descrip-
ion, and best value (i.e., known as ‘grades’ or ‘indicators’). This
ncludes a ‘domain’ to categorize the metrics into the groups of
ize, Complexity, Couple, Cohesion, and Encapsulation. The first
wo categories match those traditionally available in SonarQube
see Section 2.2), while the remaining should be interpreted as
aintenance.

.4. Software functionalities

Currently, analyzeR does not compute any R-specific metric,
as we prioritized implementing a plugin compatible with cur-
rent tools that could be easily extended. The measurements are
presented through the SonarQube interface to improve readabil-
ity and comparison with output for other languages. Overall,
analizeR offers the following functionalities:

• Enables automated static code analyses of OO-structured R
packages, and can be incorporated into a CI setup, following
current industry practices [4].

• Calculates metrics per-file, per-module, per-class, and per-
project. In OO R programming, projects are represented as
packages.

• Capabilities to analyze R packages written with S3, S4 or R6,
extensible to support additional OO systems, like proto and
R.oo, or newer systems that may become available in the
future.

• The Scanner is written in Python and favors extensibility to
add additional metrics.

• Measurement results are available through the SonarQube
interface, respecting the placement and structure provided
in other languages’ plugins. This allows distinguishing be-
tween comparable and custom measurements, aggregation,
and results visualization.

.4.1. Available metrics
analyzeR calculates several metric-types. Size metrics are ob-

ained by counting occurrences in the module under analysis.
omplexity metrics are calculated from a package’s source files

by using the existent cyclocomp R package16; in general, a low
omplexity value is seen as desirable.
Essential metrics for OO relate to Coupling and Cohesion.

oupling relates to the number of inter-module connections in

15 https://next.sonarqube.com/sonarqube/web_api/api/measures.
16 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/cyclocomp/index.html.

a software system, which provides an established way to mea-
sure internal software quality concerning modularity [46]. The
implemented Coupling metrics indicate loose coupling when the
obtained values are low and a tight coupling when high [44].
analyzeR includes Afferent and Efferent Coupling, and Coupling
Between Objects Classes, derived from Wiese et al. [44]. We also
included Martin’s Instability Measure (MI) [45], where high MI
values indicate a high risk of code changes affecting the system’s
behavior due to other changes in the system.

Cohesion also contributes to modularity since it helps create
software components reusable because of their lack of depen-
dence on other components [47]. The only implemented metric
allows determining how coupled different function pairs are—
thus, lower values are preferred.

Encapsulation refers to hiding internal details (e.g., attributes,
internal implementation) to keep unrelated concerns isolated [46]
and the application of encapsulation in scientific software has a
direct effect on its performance [48]. Here, the number of private
(or ‘internal’, as called in R) fields and methods are calculated by
counting their occurrences in a module. Thus, data access metric
represents the ratio of the number of private fields and the total
number of fields in the module Wiese et al. [44].

Table 1 summarizes all included metrics by name and defini-
tion; unless specified, they were implemented as defined byWiese
et al. [44]. Definitions are maintained as-is, but for R packages, an
‘application’ should be interpreted as a module and/or package.

Two metrics from Wiese et al. [44] were not included in this
plugin. The number of Static Fields was not implemented as there
are no static fields in R’s OO packages, and Cohesion Among
Methods since it requires the explicit type of each parameter.
Since R is dynamically-typed, there are no reserved words for
types, and all method arguments can take upon any value.

2.4.2. Measures visualization
Measurements are usually compared with grades based on the

risk they represent. Grades are indicators of software quality—
a threshold determining how a measure should be interpreted
(e.g., ‘how much is risky’) [49]. Therefore, indicators are essential
to static analysis, allowing to understand code quality based on
the obtained values [50].

However, given the scarcity of research on R metrics, most
grades are generally based on pre-established OO indicators, non-
existent for R; therefore, analyzeR’s grade-distribution plot re-
mains future work. In SonarQube’s interface, file-specific and
project-wide metrics are seen as plain values, presented under
separate categories in a menu. The interface outlines the name
and obtained value for the active file for each of them.

The decision not to show the indicators was taken to:
(a) avoid confusion with pre-existing default SonarQube metrics
and indicate that they are custom calculated for R, (b) avoid
forcing an interpretation that may be incorrect as there is little
supporting research, and (c) provide values to enable comparison
between languages (enabling future research to determine the
indicators).

Fig. 1. AnalyzeR’s pipe-and-filter architecture components. Green indicates outputs, and blue resources.
4
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AnalyzeR available metrics by type. Unless specified, the metrics are from [44].
Acron. Metric Description

Type: Size (File)
LOC Lines of code Number of non-blank lines
NPM # of Public Methods Number of public functions in an application
NOF # of Fields Number of public fields in an application
NMC # of Method Calls Number of function invocations
NMCI # of Internal Method Calls Number of function invocations of function defined in the application
NMCE # of External Method Calls Number of function invocations of function defined in other modules or

packages

Type: Complexity (by File)
WMC Weighted Methods per Class Sum of the CycloComp of all functions in the application
AMC Average Method Complexity Average of the CycloComp of all functions in the application
RFC Response For a Class Number of functions that respond to the application itself

Type: Coupling (by Class)
CBO Between Object Classes How many other modules an application (or module) is coupled to
CA Afferent Coupling How many other applications use the specific app./module
CE Efferent Coupling How many other modules are used by the specific app./module
MI Martin’s Instability Indicates the necessity of performing modifications in an entity due to

updates in other software entities. [45]

Type: Cohesion (by Class)
LCOM Lack of Cohesion in Methods Difference between the number of function pairs without and with common

non static fields

Type: Encapsulation (by File)
DAM Data Access Metrics Ratio of the number of private fields to total number of fields
NPRIF Number of Private Fields Number of private fields of an application or module
NPRIM Number of Private Methods Number of private functions of an application or module

Fig. 2. Measures tab for an example, showcasing the obtained values.

Fig. 2 shows the ‘measure tab’ for a given file; the list of
easures (with highlighted Afferent Coupling) is on the left-hand
ide. A complete example is available in a video in Section 3.

.4.3. Adding new metrics
analyzeR was designed for extensibility, and new metrics can

e added to the RScanner. To do this, a metric’s pattern match has
o be implemented in the RScanner for the OO implementation’s
onstructs and syntax, since they would appear in the parsed

tree (namely, the XML file). These metrics must be grouped into
file-specific, project-based metrics, or class-specific metrics.

The new metric’s calculation must be defined in RScan-
ner.py. There are two different inclusion processes, depending
on whether they are derived metrics or bespoke metrics:

(1) Derived Metrics use existing metrics and can be imple-
mented using current function calls. For example, Mar-
tin’s Instability Measure (MI) [45], uses afferent (CA) and
5
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efferent (CE) coupling: MI = CE/(CE + CA). Therefore,
to calculate MI, the plugin first needs to complete the
measurement of CE and CA to use those values in the MI
equation.
If the metrics needed are already available, the new metric
has to be defined in RMetrics.java using the Met-
ric.Builder API, and instantiated in RFileMetric.java,
RClassMetric.java or RModule Metric.java depend-
ing on the desired scope of the metric. If the new metric
depends on other metrics not yet available in analyzeR,
those must be added first as bespoke metrics. Non-derived
metrics must always be included first.

(2) Bespoke Metrics. These metrics do not depend on others,
and a new pattern has to be defined in the RScanner. This
can be achieved by using the xml.ElementTree API to
determine which node of the Parser ’s XML file should be
targeted and assessed. Once the metric’s calculation has
been defined, its availability needs to be listed into met-
rics.json. The metrics array will then be exported as a
.json file, used by SonarQube to display results visually.
Then, the metric must be defined in RMetrics.java as
done for a regular derived metric.

Finally, the metrics must be written into the output file
namely, metrics.json).

Listing 2 presents an example of a function to return a list
f function calls. This is later differentiated into internal and
xternal function calls to calculate NMCE and NMCI .

1 def getFunctionCalls(root):
2 """
3 Gets a List of function calls
4 :param root: Root node of an XML Element tree
5 :type root: XML ElementTree root node
6 :return: Function Calls
7 :rtype: List
8 """
9 result = []

10 for c in root.findall(’.//SYMBOL_FUNCTION_CALL’):
11 if (c.text in builtins) or (c.text in r6_keywords) or (

↪→ c.text in s4_keywords):
12 pass
13 else:
14 result.append(c.text)
15 return (list(set(result)))

Listing 2: Example function from RScanner.py

To have project-wide values calculated for a metric, a new
easureComputer class must be implemented in *.measures.
umulative, on the Java side of the plugin. This can imple-
ent the aggregate function of choice by providing the corre-
ponding behavior to those available in the interface, measuring
roject-wide metrics.
As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, for now, the metrics only dis-

lay raw output (e.g., values without indicators) because the
rades are not available; hence, the visual plots remain empty.
owever, once the indicators become available in the future,
t will be possible to associate ‘grades’ and ‘best values’ with
hem, enabling the plots. To add grades and best values for a
etric, they must be set in the metric’s Metric.Builder in
Metrics.java.
Currently, display/hiding metrics based on the OO system

namely, to select which metrics to calculate for each OO im-
lementation) has not been implemented. For example, a user
annot choose to skip MI when examining a package built on S3.
herefore, non-applicable metrics are displayed alongside appli-
able metrics but showcased values of a dash. New OO-specific
etrics can be added but will be considered non-applicable for

he other OO implementations. For example, a user-extension can

add metric X for R6 only, and if an S3/S4 package is examined,
metric X will be shown as X = 0 in the results. Since all three
systems use .R files, it is not possible to have different metrics
for each file. Moreover, packages can use combinations of the OO
implementations, and such detection would require further code
analyses, deemed as low-priority requirements for analyzeR’s
first release.

If there is a new category of metrics beyond those currently
available, analyzeR’s Java-side must be extended following the
same structure as RProjectMetrics. java, RFileMetrics.
java, RModuleMetrics.java and RClassMetrics.java, whic
are the classes implementing the logic to categorize metrics in the
available categories.

3. Illustrative examples

This example is based on analyzing set617 package, chosen
because it is up-to-date and contains multiple, well-implemented
R files that can thoroughly display the analyzeR’s capabilities.
Although set6 is implemented with R6, no additional steps are
needed to analyze S3 or S4-coded packages, as the plugin auto-
matically detects it. While the demonstration below highlights
necessary steps, detailed instructions are included with the docu-
mentation. Additionally, an explanatory video is provided along-
side this article.

Installing the plugin
SonarQube must be installed on a computer to use analyzeR.

The steps are available on SonarQube’s documentation and are
external to our plugin: https://docs.sonarqube.org/latest/setup/
overview/.

analyzeR is provided as a *.jar file as requested by Sonar-
Source. Although multiple releases may be available, it is
recommended to check those compatible with the installed Sonar-
Qube version. Once the .jar file has been downloaded, it must
be copied into $SONARQUBE_HOME/extensions/plugins; any
prior versions analyzeR must be removed from that folder before
restarting SonarQube.

Then, the SonarQube server must be started, depending on
how it was installed. The same link for the official documentation
provides different alternatives.

Analyzing an R package
Packages cannot be analyzed online and must be downloaded

to the server. In R package’s root directory (where the *.Rproj
file is located), a new file called sonar-project.properties
must be created, following the structure presented in Listing 3.
This file must contain line #10 (as per the Listing), to ensure the
Scanner component outputs the corresponding metrics.json
file.

1 # SonarQube Project Properties.
2 sonar.projectKey=orq.sonarsource.plugins.rtechnicaldebt:

↪→ set6-demo
3 sonar.projectName=set6-demonstration
4 sonar.sources=R
5 sonar.host.url=http://localhost:9000
6 sonar.sourceEncoding=UTF-8
7
8 # This is the metrics file. Do not change this.
9 sonar.r.tdebt.output=metrics.json

Listing 3: Example sonar-project.properties file.

17 https://github.com/xoopR/set6.
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Fig. 3. SonarQube after successfully running the SonarScanner (Excerpt).

Then, analyzeR can be used. The analyzing process is initiated
through a console command requiring to: (1) navigate towards
the R folder of the project (in this example, set6/R), and (2)
initiate the scan with python3 RScanner.py ./R/*.R.

Once activated, analyzeR will explore the R package, listing
the processed files as console output. This process cannot be
interrupted, or the results will be corrupted, and the scan will
have to be restarted. The time needed to complete the process
depends on the number of files to scan and measure and the
number of implemented metrics.

To continue, the user must ensure they have a working login
ID and password to the corresponding SonarQube instance, or
SonarQube itself will not be accessible. When running SonarQube
over Windows, the path to the SonarScanner installation must
have been previously added to the environmental variable $PATH
(for the entire computer, and not only for the user). If this is not
done, the following commands will fail due to SonarQube’s errors,
extraneous to analyzeR. To understand which variables must
be set, we refer developers to SonarQube’s official installation
manual.18

Once the metrics.json has been created for that particular
package, and the above data steps are completed, the RPlugin
can be run to obtain a visualization of the metrics. This is done
with another console command, executed in the packages’ R
folder: sonar-scanner -Dsonar.login=<login-id> -
Dsonar.password=<sonar-password> (replace with the
corresponding login ID and password). After the plugin has pro-
cessed all corresponding files, the results become visible in Sonar-
Qube’s ‘Code’ tab (see Fig. 3).

Project-wide metrics are displayed under the ‘Measures Tab’
to differentiate them from the default SonarQube measures, ex-
hibited separately (Fig. 4). Limitations and availability were ex-
plained in Section 2.4.2, and will be obtained in a similar style as
seen in Fig. 2.

To view detailed measures for each file, the developer must
browse the scanned files in the interface (Fig. 3), and click the
corresponding file name. This will load an interface to explore
that file’s source-code. On the top-right corner, there is a three-
line mobile menu (indicated with a red arrow in Fig. 5). After
clicking on it, the option to select is ‘Show All Measures’.

These can also be accessed from the ‘Measures’ tab after
navigating to the corresponding file. Class-specific metrics are
displayed only within the terminal (both for Linux/Windows)
without needing an additional command (see Listing 4). Each
class is stated in an individual line by name, followed by the
metrics’ acronym and the value measured.

1 Class Class = Properties{CBO=1, CA=0, CE=0, MI=0.0, LCOM
↪→ =1.0434782608695652}

2 Class Class = Set{CBO=11, CA=0, CE=0, MI=0.0, LCOM
↪→ =1.0153846153846153}

18 https://docs.sonarqube.org/latest/setup/overview/.

3 Class Class = SetWrapper{CBO=4, CA=0, CE=0, MI=0.0, LCOM
↪→ =1.0909090909090908}

4 Class Class = ComplementSet{CBO=1, CA=0, CE=0, MI=0.0, LCOM
↪→ =1.05}

5 Class Class = ExponentSet{CBO=1, CA=0, CE=0, MI=0.0, LCOM
↪→ =1.0909090909090908}

6 Class Class = ProductSet{CBO=1, CA=0, CE=0, MI=0.0, LCOM
↪→ =0.0}

7 Class Class = PowersetSet{CBO=1, CA=0, CE=0, MI=0.0, LCOM
↪→ =0.0}

8 Class Class = UnionSet{CBO=1, CA=0, CE=0, MI=0.0, LCOM=0.0}
9 Class Class = Complex{CBO=1, CA=0, CE=0, MI=0.0, LCOM=0.0}

10 Class Class = ConditionalSet{CBO=2, CA=0, CE=0, MI=1.0, LCOM
↪→ =1.0384615384615385}

Listing 4: Example of Class Metrics displayed within the
Terminal.

Fig. 4. Metrics displayed on the left side of the ‘Measures’ tab in SonarQube.

4. Impact

ASATs impact software development lifecycles and code qual-
ity analyses [1,2]. They are also shaping junior developers to
think about quality while implementing as companies continue to
focus on TD management [4,23,30]. However, most TD research
7
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Fig. 5. Location of the menu to find file-specific metrics while inspecting a file’s source-code.

as traditionally focused on OO, statically-typed software, spe-
ially coded in Java [6,22,24]. Only recent efforts moved research
owards other languages [15,16,18,25,26].

Regardless of its increasing popularity, R’s static analysis re-
ains behind similarly widespread languages. Its multi-paradigm,
ackage-based, and special-purpose characteristics make ASATs
f utmost importance to support not only the development of
ew packages but also the quality of the research based on
hem [11,13,14,17].

analyzeR will also assist existing user communities:

• Specialized R Package peer-review organizations (e.g., Bio-
Conductor and rOpenSci) currently use goodpractices as
their primary ASAT, but rely on a completely manual anal-
ysis [18]. Although code peer-review cannot be replaced
by an automated approach, analyzeR could considerably
improve the process by easing code examination. It is known
that although R has OO features, the community generally
regards them as ‘advanced’ [14,36,37], and thus are not as
widespread as the traditional functional approach.

• Research Software Engineers (RSE) are software developers
working on scientific software, thus having an intrinsic dif-
ference to their industry counterparts [12,13]. ‘‘Research
software engineers believe that an increased focus on qual-
ity and discoverability are key factors in increasing the
sustainability of academic research software" [51], which
differs from the security, bug-free centered approach of
‘industry’ software developers. Moreover, their increased
challenges have given rise to multiple RSE organizations,
deemed ‘‘crucial to the long-term health of research soft-
ware" [52]. Therefore, analyzeR can provide support for
software sustainability by blending technical software en-
gineering knowledge and state-of-the-art approaches, eased
into automated analysis through a tool that already provides
continuous integration support. It is straightforward to use
and set up, enabling its use in the classroom as well.

• Given that (a) analyzeR is open-source, (b) there is thorough
documentation available, and (c) it was built to be extensive,
any R developer with relevant knowledge could contribute
to the plugin, ensuring it remains up-to-date.

Therefore, analyzeR enables many lines for future research
orks:

• SonarQube does not allow class-based metrics to be dis-
played, only supporting file-level and project-level met-
rics. However, we can calculate class-based metrics in the
RScanner. If SonarQube allows supporting class-level metrics
in the future, these can also be added. Some are already
present in the current metrics.json, only needing to be
displayed within SonarQube’s visualizations.

• Although multiple investigations leveraged ASATs to study
TD in Java or Python, R Programming has not been addressed
as a domain due to limited existing tools (see Section 1.1).
Therefore, analyzeR will enable new TD research for R pack-
ages and allow comparing findings with other languages to
further understand the differences between domains.

• Most of the static metrics provided exclusively for R do
not include indicators (e.g., guidelines on how to interpret
the measures) [44]. Likewise, those imported from other
languages adopt foreign indicators without assessing their
correctness (e.g., test coverage [16]). Through analyzeR, it
will be possible to mine software repositories and explore
code on a large scale to obtain these indicators.

• analyzeR enables large-scale mining software repositories
research that otherwise would not be possible. For example,
to investigate the evolution of TD and code quality in R
Packages of different characteristics or compare those built
on top of either OO implementation.

• An essential element of analyzeR’s features and design
was the ability to compare results to those obtained with
SonarQube plugins for other languages (e.g., Python, Java,
among others). This comparability enables future assess-
ments on the differences between R Programming and other
paradigms and domains, benefiting R and similar program-
ming languages.

SonarQube offers support for almost 25 programming lan-
guages but mainly supports traditional, general-purpose pro-
gramming languages [6]. Moreover, those languages can also
be used as special-purpose (e.g., Python) have limited support
in this regard. Although analyzeR cannot be extended to other
programming languages, the metrics implementations, the code’s
scan, and the architecture in itself can be generalized to similar
languages beyond the intended user group (namely, R developers
or RSEs working with R Programming).

5. Conclusions

analyzeR is an extensible, flexible plugin to peruse object-
oriented R Packages through SonarQube. It supports all three
of R’s object-oriented implementations (S3, S4, R6), including
visual support and results comparable to other languages. Its
implementation combines R, Python and Java, and the resulting
tool can be incorporated into most continuous-integration envi-
ronments. analyzeR is an ongoing project. We intend to improve
the metrics and incorporate grades (i.e., metrics indicators) once
the theory behind them has been completed. Additionally, we
plan to extend the features to incorporate graphs, visualizations,
and other metrics not added in the first iteration.
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